Where is Aalto University heading – share your thoughts online

Aalto University is preparing its future strategy. The current strategy will continue until 2020. You are invited to participate in building the direction of our university.

How can we best support learners? What should we focus on in education? How will users and actors participate in developing the campus? What is the target of our research and art?

Visit the university strategy portal, where you will find these questions and many others. You can discuss and comment and bring your own ideas. The website is open to students and personnel, please log in.

Visit the Aalto value stand before 29 April

As part of the strategy preparation process we are reflecting the Aalto University values. A values polling stand has toured the campus all April.

You can vote on three options – passion, responsibility, cooperation – or suggest a new one. You still have time to visit and vote, you can find the stand in the lobby of the Undergraduate Centre until Monday 29 April.

The current values of Aalto University are: passion, courage, freedom, responsibility and integrity.

Welcome to strategy event on 21 May

Aalto students and personnel are invited to the next community event on 21 May to discuss strategy and our future choices. Follow the event calendar to find more information in May.